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Refresh Your Oracle Database Environment

Maximum Efficiency
Deploy, operate,  

& manage
Oracle databases  

with one-click ease.

Optimize Scalability
Scale Oracle workloads  
on-demand no matter 

how large.

Deliver Predicatable 
Performance

Nutanix keeps data 
close to compute for 
better performance  

and availability.

Leverage Flexibility
Deploy in the

environments you 
choose & manage  

all through a  
single control plane

Nutanix Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI) supports all commercial database platforms.

Nutanix Era simplifies administration across database engines and deployment environments.

Version Support
Nutanix eases your  

transition to new  
versions of SQL Server 
as old versions reach 

their end of life and end 
of service.

Data Locality
Nutanix keeps data 

close to compute for 
better performance  

and availability.

Extend SQL Server 
 into the Cloud

Nutanix converges  
private, public  

& hybrid clouds, all  
managed through a  
single control plane.

Assimilate  
Physical Servers

Nutanix frees you from 
the need for physical 

servers.
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Supercharging Your Microsoft SQL  
Server Environment

Nutanix Era Supporting Multiple Databases

Learn More — Click Here to get the FREE Book!

 

Ways to Modernize Database  
Environments with Nutanix3

Nutanix Solution for Databases enables performance,  
availability, and scalability. Its hyperconverged nature brings 
virtualization, storage, compute, networking, and security  
into a simple, scalable environment.

Nutanix helps satisfy demanding 
business needs with accelerated 
dev/test timelines and improved 
overall database performance.

By streamlining tedious, manual tasks, Nutanix can dramatically  
reduce the off-hours work required of database administrators (DBAs).

Source: RBL Bank Drives its Digital Journey with Nutanix

Sources:  Valpak Loads on the Savings and Agility with Enterprise Clouds 
Danish Publisher Gets Back on Hybrid Track With Nutanix 

Source: Forrester, The Total Economic ImpactTM of Nutanix Era

Cut backup 
storage 
costs by

Cut DBA off  
hours work  

by up to

decrease  
provisioning  

time by

97% 60% 50%

Reduce DBA  
overtime  

up to 

 50%

With compute and storage resources and
database copies available in an instant,  
time-to-market for new services has dropped 
from 2-4 days to 4-6 hours.

https://www.nutanix.com/go/databases-as-a-service-for-dummies
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